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The following part will show some simple ways to fix a crashed Mac Reboot to fix the MacBook Pro crash.. Sorry Dan, altering
the date via terminal was a lost of time It didn't work for me.

1. where to watch all that reboot

I haven't been able to fix my Macbook Pro (2009, 13') for almost two weeks now, and I'm starting to get desperate.. What did
work was using a bootable usb In a friend's Mac, download the desired OS installer (High Sierra in my case for my MacBook
Pro Late 2011 - google 'How to Download a Full macOS High Sierra Installer App') and create the bootable USB, HDD or even
SSD with Disk Creator (2 steps very friendly freeware.. Apple released the new Mac OS X 10 10 Yosemite in the Mac App
Store for everyone to download and install for free on October 16th, 2014, but downloading a 5+ GB file for each of your
computers will take some serious time.. After knowing the reasons why your MacBook keeps crashing, you take corresponding
solutions to fix it.. The best thing to do is download it once and create a bootable install USB drive from the file for all of your
Macs.
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To know more about these reasons can help you better fix a crashed MacBook How to Reboot and Fix a Crashed MacBook. 
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